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Today, the Narwhal Times is going to share it’s reaction to a work of art 
including a cute narwhal with red cheeks and a smile as well as a horn and 
surprisingly large eyes. The narwhal has a happy expression and it’s holding 
a donut which I feel makes the narwhal seem unaggressive and I think 
represents them in a wrong light. I believe this is a beautiful work of art, it 
was drawn well and the the shape and lines are exceptional. But, I feel like 
because it represents them like this it makes the piece of art seem 
unrealistic. My favourite part of this artwork is the quality of it, because it has 
lots of details and has clear lines, and I also like the shape of it, all of this 
makes it pleasing to look at. But on the other side of it, my least favourite part 
was the donut because it’s represents narwhals in a wrong light and makes it 
unrealistic. The artist was successful in making me laugh with this piece of 
art because the narwhal is adorable especially the donut. Though in my 
opinion the donut just seemed to unrealistic in witch making me disagree with 
that part. It's clear the artist was trying to make people happy and laugh. At 
first, I didn’t realise that the picture was supposed to make me laugh, but 
then I looked at it closer and then I realised that it was actually quite funny. I 
feel like the differences between this and a real narwhal are almost 
impossible to list, like once again the donut, a narwhal would not be found 
eating a donut. I feel like I would find this narwhal swimming in candyland, 
not roaming around the icy arctic oceans. I am legitimately impressed with 
the work of art I can’t imagine how much effort and time went into the art, but 
to be honest I still can’t agree with it because in my opinion it’s too fictional 
for my liking, I know some people may disagree but, that’s my opinion I think 
it has crossed the line of nonfiction to fiction. It made with great quality and it 
may even be able to make you laugh! But, the amount of things unrealistic in 
it less. That was the narwhal’s times reaction to this fictional narwhal related work of art. 
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